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INTRODUCTION
1, the Chairman of Public Accounts Committee, as authorised 

by the Committee, do present on their behalf, this 163rd Report 
on Paragraph 3 of the Report of the Comptroller and Auditor 
General of India for the year ended 31 March, 1987—No. 7 of 1988, 
Union Government (Scientific Departments) regarding Reserach 
Reactor, Dhruva.

2, The Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India 
for the year ended 31 March, 1987—No. 7 of 1988, Union Govern
ment (Scientific Departments) was laid on the Table of the House 
on 25 April, 1988. The Public Accounts Committee 1988-89 
examined the Audit Paragraph at their sitting held on 12 January, 
1989. This Committee considered and finalised the Report at their 
sitting held on 27 April, 1989. Minutes of the sitting of the Com
mittee form (Part—II)* of the Report.

3. Research Reactor, Dhruva was indigenously built and com
missioned by the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre in about 13 years 
with an expenditure of Rs. 106.85 crores upto the end of September 
1988. The Committee have observed that there were avoidable 
delays in various sectors during execution of the project. The 
Committee have expressed the view that the Department of Atomic 
Energy had not properly analysed the progress of work at the 
time of revising the date of commissioning of the Reactor in 1977 as 
is evident from the fact that there were substantial delays even 
against the revised target dates in completion of both the civil 
works and the manufacture of nuclear equipments for the Project.

The Committee have also observed that an amount of Rs. 27.89 
crores. over and above, the total sanctioned project cost of Rs. 76.30 
crores, was incurred in 1984-85 which was not covered by proper 
financial sanction for several years. Taking a serious view of this 
matter, the Committee have desired that responsibilities be fixed 
for irregularities committed in this regard.

4. For facility of reference and convenience, the observations and 
the recommendations of the Committee have been printed in thick

* Not printed. One cyclo9tyled copy laid on the Table o f the House and five cyclostyled
copies placed in'Parliament Library.
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type in the body of the Report and have also been reproduced in 
a consolidated form in Appendix—II to the Report.

5. The Committee would Mke to express their thanks to the 
Department of Atomic Energy for the cooperation extended by them 
in giving information to the Committee.

6. The Committee also place on record their appreciation of the 
assistance rendered to them in the matter by the office of the Com
ptroller and Auditor General of India.

N e w  D e l h i: AMAL DATTA.
April 27. 1989 Chairman,
Vaisakha 7, 1911 (Saka) Public Accounts Committee.



R E P O R T

INTRODUCTORY

1.1 Research reactors are powerful tools in carrying out basic 
and applied research in a number of disciplines. These reactors 
are also used for producing radioisotopes which could be applied in 
industry, agriculture and medicine. So far six research reactors 
have been built at Trombay by the Department of Atomic 
Energy (DEA). The details of these reactors are as under:

S. No. Name o f  Reactor

i Apsara

2 Cirus*

3 Zerlina**

4 Purnima-1 **

5 Purnima-II**

6 Dhruva

Power Level

I M W

40 M W

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible 

100 M W

Date o f  Com 
missioning

August 1956

July I960

January 1961 

May 1972

M ay 1984 

August 1985

Uses

Production o f  isoto
pes ; basic research; 
shielding experi
ments.

isotopes produc
tion; R & D  in 
reactor technology; 
operator training.

Lattice studies.

Fast reactor physics 
studies.

U-233 fuel studies; 
futuristic reactor 
evaluation.

Basic research; 
reactor technology; 
isotope production ; 
training.

1.2 Dhruva Reactor was initially set up as R-5 project and was 
later christened ‘Dhruva’. The decision to set up this research 
reactor was taken in July 1972 and the objectives were:

(i) to provide engineering facilities to test prototype fuel 
elements for power reactors.

(ii) to further the scope o f research in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, etc., and

* Designed and built by Canada.

** Now decommissioned.
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(in) to enlarge the isotope production facilities and also pro
duce radio isotopes of specific activity higher than those 
produced with CIRUS reactor set up earlier.

1.3 Giving the justification for building another research reactor 
when the Department already had four reactors operating at 
Trombay, the Director, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), 
informed the Committee during evidence that the research capability 
of any establishment depends upon the availability of a high flux 
reactor and that the Department had to take the decision of build
ing a new research facility with a flux ten times higher than the 
CIRUS facility which was concurrent with the state-of-the-art at 
that time compared to the CIRUS reactor. The witness also stated 
that the atmosphere in 1972 was that there were lot of restraints 
put on the development of nuclear technology. The CIRUS reactor 
being on a bilateral agreement between India and Canada, it was 
mentioned that the country must have its own system designed and 
built indigenously if CIRUS failed to function or broke down. 
According to the witness, these considerations made the Department 
to go for Dhruva reactor.

1.4 In reply to a specific query of the Committee as to whether 
the Department had a precise research programme for the reactor 
at the time of making the proposal in 1972, the Director, BARC stated 
that when the decision was taken to build a new research reactor, 
groups were established to find out what its characteristics should 
be from the point of view of experiments to be conducted in 
various disciplines. According to the witness various objectives of 
the research programmes for the reactor were well discussed and 
it took two to three years to formulate these because each group 
came out with certain modifications to the system.

1.5 Research reactor Dhruva was built in about 13 years and was 
commissioned in August 1985 and the various aspects relating to 
the execution of project Dhruva and the performance of the reactor 
were examined by Audit. The audit observation as appearing in 
Paragraph 3 of the Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General 
of India for the year ended 31 March 1987—No. 7 of the 1988, Union 
Government (Scientific Department), which form the basis of this 
Report, are reproduced in Appendix—I.

Delay in completion of the Project

1.6 The proposal to build a 100 MW Thermal Research Reactor 
at the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay was considered 
b y  the Atomic Energy Commission in July 1972. Consequently, a
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note seeking approval for the project was submitted to the Cabinet 
in September 1972, In this original note submitted to the Cabinet, 
it was anticipated that the detailed project report on the proposed 
reactor would be ready by early 1973. It was also expected that 
the major civil works would be completed by the end of 1975 and 
that the reactor would be commissioned by the end of 1976. How
ever, the date of commissioning of the reactor was revised to Dec
ember 1981 at the time of revision of the project cost in June 1977. 
But even this revised date could not be adhered to and the reactor 
could become critical only in August 1985 leading to a time overrun 
of 57 per cent.

1.7 In their reply to Audit, DAE stated (February 1988) that 
the date of commissioning of the reactor had to be revised since 
the project report itself could not be sanctioned earlier. Accord
ing to the information made available to the Committee, the con
ceptual report on the research reactor was prepared in July 1972 
and it was envisaged at that time that the project report would 
be ready by April 1973. There was no formal revision of the 
target date for completion of the project report and the same was 
completed in May 1974 with the changes necessitated by refine
ments in design, plan lay-out etc. Among these, the most important 
change is stated to be the change in the reactor building from a 
cylindrical structure to a rectangular structure which was based 
on the feed back obtained from the utilisation experience of the 
CIRUS Reactor Experimental Facilities. Further, the rectangular 
building concept was also considered necessary for facilitating plant 
equipment layout and for speeding up the project from the point 
of view of civil works.

1.8 On being enquired about the basis for the initial expectation 
in the note to the Cabinet that the major civil works would be 
completed by the end of 1975 and the reactor commissioned by the 
end of 1976, DAE stated that the major reasons for fixing the target 
of 4 to 5 years were that the research reactor would be based on 
the NRU type of reactor operating in Canada and that the Depart
ment could perhaps get some help from Canadians which would 
have enabled the Department to complete the construction of the 
reactor within the proposed time frame. According to DAE, the 
nuclear politics changed considerably due to the Pokharan Explo
sion in 1974 and it became obvious that the Department would not 
get any further help from Canada and that the Department would 
also not be able to buy sub-systems and equipments from many of 
the developed countries.
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1.9 The Committee have also been informed that after 1974, when 
the design of the new reactor was in progress,, several changes were 
made in order to provide for facilities under the changed nuclear 
politics at that time and this took a longer time for the design and 
development of sub-systems for the Dhruva Reactor. When 
enquired as to what extent the design of the reactor was completed 
in 1974, DAE stated that while the conceptual design for the new 
reactor was finalised in 1974, detailed engineering had to be evolved 
by group discussions and detailed calculations which took time upto 
1978 when the Department had a good understanding of what the 
reactor was going to look like. According to DAE, the detailed 
engineering design parameters for all the system were completed 
by 1977 and the detailed designs were completed sometimes in 1978' 
but it is difficult to define a date by which the final design was 
completed.

1.10 On being enquired as to why the Department could not 
visualise at the time of submitting the proposal that they would 
require a certain time for deciding the applications and the designs 
of the reactor, the Director, BARC informed the Committee during 
evidence that from 1974, the Department had to have their own 
research and development and decisions making at all levels includ
ing the one of deciding the purpose of the reactor should they 
incorporate all the newest facilities in the reactor. According to 
the witness, the Department had a limited scope for an NRU type 
of rerctor when the proposal was submitted to the Cabinet in 1972 
but due to changed political situation, the Department decided to 
go on their own and build a facility incorporating all that was done 
with CIRUS plus research capabilities in 70s and 80s.

1.11 As regards the subsequent enlargement of scope of the 
Dhruva Reactor, DAE stated in a note that the core geometry and 
reflector of the Dhruva reactor are different from those of the NRU 
reactor. Further, it was also decided to use indigenous materials, 
fabrication techniques as well as in house construction of the 
calandria so as to obtain full benefit of indigenous design and con
struction of the research reactor. New technique? like electron 
beam welding and very high precision manufacturing of the tube 
sheets holding the fuel channels are stated to have been used besides 
designing of a computer aided control system.

1.12 According to DAE,, the work on this project started soon 
after the receipt of the Government approval in 1972. Preliminary 
work such as site preparation, establishment and manning of project 
office, inviting tenders for long delivery items etc. were undertaken.
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The excavation for the reactor building was started in May 1974 on 
the basis of ad-hoc sanction. The sanction for Rs. 30.84 crores for 
setting up the project was issued on 1 July, 1975 by the Department. 
In 1977, the Department revised the date of commissioning of the 
reactor to December 1981 after taking into account the factors 
relating to the progress of works under 24 major areas for which 
revised bar charts for completing the activities by specified dates 
were prepared. Based on the information made available by DAE, 

the following table shows the initial target, revised target and the 
actual date of completion of some of the major activities in project 
Dhruva.

SI. Description o f Major activity Initial target date Rev ised target Actual date o f
No. in Project Dhruva proposed in 1972 date envisaged completion

in 1977

1 Reactor Building Dec., 75 Nov., 77 April, 82

2 Service Building . Dec., 75 Aug., 78 April, 80

3 Reactor Annexe, attached Lab. Dec., 75 
and Ci.T. Lab.

June, 79 Jan., 82

4 Calandria and Shields . June, 76 April, 81 Nov., 83

5 Ventilation and A.C. Works . Aug., 76 March, 80 July, 85

6 Commissioning Nov., 76 Dec., 81 Aug., 85

1.13 According to audit paragraph, the major areas where delay 
with reference to revised target date had occurred were: comple
tion of reactor building (53 months), service building (20 months), 
air-conditioning and ventilation for reactor building (61—65 months), 
supply of fuel assemblies (60 months), fabrication of calandria (49 
months) and fabrication of shield block (55 months). The causes 
for delay in execution of the project beyond the scheduled dates 
are discussed in succeeding paragraphs under the headings ‘Civil 
Works’ and ‘Nuclear Equipments/items’.

Civil Works

(A) Reactor Building:

1.14 According to the information made available to the Com
mittee, the completion of the Reactor Building was delayed by 53 
months due to the following reasons:

(i) There was a delay of about 12 months in the formulation 
of tender specifications, tender documents etc. by the
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consultants, issuing, of the same and placing of work 
order.

(ii) There was a delay of about 8 months due to mobilisation 
of the labour force by the contractor and putting up of 
the labour camp within the security zone. The onset of 
the monsoon also contributed to the delay.

. (iii) Since the location of the reactor is very closed to CIRUS 
reactor, every care had to be taken during construction 
and the work also called for a very high level of precision 
particularly the provision for embedments like PAL, VAL 
in perimeter wall, beam whole embedments in pile block.
A delay of 12 months was attributable to this.

(iv) The design of roof was also changed based on economic 
considerations to pre-stressed concrete beams.

(v) There was a delay of about 12 months due to the intricate 
fabrication and stringent quality control and testing which 
included 100 per cent radiography testing of all welding 
jobs. The problem was compounded by the fact that 
M/s. HCC Ltd.—the Contractor had to encounter a labour 
strike in their Vikhroli Works,

1.15 When asked as to why was there a delay in formulation of 
tender specifications etc. by the Consultants. DAE replied that the 
detailed design parameters could not be supplied to the Consultants 
(M/s. Tata Consultancy Engineers) at one stretch in order to enable 
them to formulate the tender specifications completely. According 
to DAE, this being the first major project undertaken indigenously, 
concerted efforts by engineers and scientists of various disciplines 
in finalising the design parameters had to be undertaken on a con
sensus basis to avoid technical risks. Some hold-ups are stated to 
have been occurred in the course of critical examination of problems 
which called for decision making, improving critical design aspects, 
procurement of correct type of equipment from local and foreign 
vendors etc. with the result that these could not be finalised in 
advance. Thus, all the design parameters could not be supplied to 
the Consultants at one stretch. It has also been stated by the 
Department that the tenders being for a large magnitude with many 
conditions to be stipulated, it took time to process1 the tenders 
through the Tender Committee and to obtain final approval of the 
Competent Authority. The Committee have been informed that 
M/s. Hindustan Construction Co, Ltd. (HCC) were the contractors 
for construction of the Reactor Building. The stipulated date o f
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completion was 1-12-1977. However, nine extensions were granted' 
to them for completing the work as per details given below:

Sr. Extension Reasons
N o.

1 upto Work started Jate due to security clearance required for setting up
31-5-78 the labour camp in restricted areas. M ore time taken for concre

ting o f  the perimeter wall, becasuse o f  site conditions, and 
because o f  extra pours o f  concrete necessitated by the functional 
requirement*?.

2 upto Change o f  design from  ordinary RCC beam for the roo f system to
31-11-78 prc-itressed concrete beam. Non-availability o f  36 mm diameter

Steel for reinforcement for more than one month.

Roof-hold completed later, since jt could be taken up only after 
completion o f  the perimeter wall. Non-availability o f  good 
quality cement for casting the second beam leading to transpo
rtation o f  cement from Narora.

3 upto Necessity to dismantle and shift the tower crane outside the storage
31-3-79 block, which was not envisaged earlier. M ore time taken for

pile block c.tructure since the mock-up studies for installation o f  
embedments had to be carried out.

4 upto Dclav due to 100 per cent radiographic testing o f  joints.
30-6-79

Storage Block could be commenced only in May 1978, after com 
pletion o f  the preceding activities.

5 upto Manufacture o f  base plates embedded parts could not be completed
31-12-79 by the Central W orkshop BARC, in the time due to non-availa

bility o f  raw material o f  the required quality.
If

b upto Strike and go-slow agitations in the Vikhroli Works o f contractor.
30-6-80

7 upto Changes in design o f  girder and ducting systems;
31-12-80

Clearance could be given for ducting system only after joint inspec
tion by various specialist groups, such as Fuel Handling Group, 
Pile G roup, Construction G roup etc.. had been completed.

8 upto Ion exchange embedded plates could not be supplied in time by the
30-4-82 Central W orkshop, BA RC, as they had several commitments to

be met for the power programmes at that time. uTime taken 
for freezing o f  design and supply o f  drawings for the casting o f  
heavy concrete blocks and rectangular blocks.

9 upto Time taken for deciding on the location o f cutouts in sub-basement,
30-9-82 basement, etc., based on functional requirements. Additional

works viz. (a) casting o f  heavy concrete blocks o f  beam hole 
chase blocks and cold neutron shielding tank walls and slab;
(b) making internal walls out o f  heavy concrete blocks and (c) 
removal o f  support steel works provided for r o o f beams by the 
contractor, not contemplated at the time o f  awarding the 
contract. Delay due to the shotrage o f  cement.
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According to DAE, these extensions had to be granted for comple
tion of work due to the reasons beyond the control of the contractor.

(B) Spent Fuel Storage Building:

1.16 There was a delay of 24 months in the completion of the 
spent fuel storage building due to revised location of the emergency 
storage tank. According to DAE. it was originally envisaged that 
the CIRUS overhead water storage tank would also be used for 
emergency cooling for the Dhruva Reactor. However, studies 
indicated that this was not feasible owing to the existing pipe-size 
limitation and the site constraints. Accordingly, a design scheme 
involving the construction of an overhead water storage tank was 
drawn up in the project report and a decision on its exact location 
was taken in 1977. This entailed revision of the drawings for the 
building, the construction of which had not commenced at that time. 
The revised drawings were approved in September 1977 and the 
construction of spent fuel storage building was completed in April 
1982.

(C) Service Building:

1.17 According to DAE, the delay of 20 months in the completion 
of the service building was mainly due to the presence of hard rock 
in the northern section in addition to the problems due to compli
cated nature of the job. When enquired about the specific problems 
of complicated nature in this case, DAE informed the Committee 
that the presence of hard rock required blasting and various for
malities had to be complied with, for obtaining permission to carry 
out the blasting work. The work had to be carried out under con
trolled conditions due to the proximity of both the CIRUS Reactor 
and the reactor wall of the Dhruva Project which was already in 
progress. Further, the nature of the strata met with in the central 
area of the building was different from what had been given in the 
tender specifications and this necessitated the redesigning of the 
foundations. In the southern area, soft rock was encountered and 
it necessitated redesigning of the basement raft. According to DAE, 
these problems could not be foreseen as the presence of hard rock/ 
soft rock was not revealed by the site conditions as per the random 
bore holes taken during the site investigations.

(D) Air-conditioning and Ventilation System:

1.18 It is learnt from Audit that the reactor building was not 
ready till April 1982 and yet the work for air-conditioning and venti
lation system for the reactor building was awarded in December 1978
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and March 1979 with the date of completion as June 1980 and Feb
ruary 1980 respectively. Ultimately, this work was completed in 
July 1985.

1.19 Explaining the position in this regard, DAE stated that the 
reactor building was in an advanced stage of construction at the time 
of awarding the contracts for air-conditioning and ventilation 
systems. The contract involved procurement of equipment for 
which adequate lead time was to be provided. According to the 
Department, the work relating to air-conditioning and ventilation 
was of a specialised nature involving, among other things, ducting 
and embedments to be done alongwith -civil works. The contracts 
for this work were awarded keeping in view the expected date of 
completion of civil works which, however, got delayed due to the 
reasons already mentioned in this Report.

Nuclear Equipment/Items

(A) Fabrication of Calandria:

1.20 According to the information made available to the Com
mittee, the delay of 49 months in the fabrication of calandria was 
mainly due to the following reasons:

(i) Supply of stainless steel plates meant for the manufacture 
of calandria was tied with French Credit and there was 
delay from different foreign manufacturers in effecting 
delivery.

(ii) The large diameter zircalov re-enterant cans needed 
extensive development efforts and called for coordination

with a large number of agencies including the Defence 
R & D.

(iii) Slippage in delivery of various equipment by vendors 
and consequent delays in scheduled completion.

1.21 The calandria for Dhruva was fabricated department ally 
due to high precision complex fabrication job and the main raw 
materials were stainless steel plates and forgings. The orders for 
the stainless steel plates were placed on M/s. Crensot Loire. France 
in December 1974. The orders for the forgings were placed on 
M/s. Metal Forgings. India in March 1976 and on M/s. Aubert Duval, 

France in June 1976 and February 1978.
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1.22 In the case of receipt of stainless steel plates, there was # 
sUnpage of more than one and half years as may be seen from the 
statement given below:
18-6-1974 Telex and letter of intent sent to M/s. Creusot Loire.
10-7-1074 M/s. Creusot Loire intimated certain social problems at 

their ends and heavy bookings in their mills.
Regretted to book the order immediately that time.

15-11-1974 M/s. Creusot Loire sent their revised offer indicating 
willingness to book the order.

25-11-1074 DAE confirmed M/s, Creusot Loire by telex acceptance 
of revised offer and requested to book the order imme
diately. Also intimated that regular contract as required 
under French Credit will be issued shortly.

30-12-1974 Contract released to the supplier.
31-12-1074 M/s. Creusot Loire issued their acknowledgement for the 

order indicating that delivery will commence end April 
1975 or May 1975 beginning.

1.23 In the case of forgings, some of the forgings supplied by 
M/s. Metal Forgings could not meet the stringent quality require
ments and as such these had to be imported from M/s. Aubert Duval. 
France after a delay of one and a half years. According to DAE. 
there was provision for penalty clause in case of default by vendors. 
However, this could not be enforced since the manufacture of 
forgings was being attempted indigenously for the first time by 
M/s, Metal Forgings. India.

The zircaloy re-entrant cans were also fabricated departmentally 
after extensive development in cooperation with the Defence 
Research and Development Organisation and this also took time.

1.24 The Committee pointed out during evidence that the 
Department was aware of fabrication of calandria right from the 
beginning and desired to know the specific reasons for delay in 
fabrication of calandria for the Dhruva Reactor. The Secretary, 
DAE explained that the calandria used in Dhruva is different from 
the one used in atomic power projects as these are used for different 
purposes. According to the witness,, in the case of Dhruva Calandria, 
the Department had extensively used electron beam techniques not 
used in Narore project. The new technique in case of Dhruva was 
used because the Department wanted to get a structure which had 
extremely high geometrical tolerance. According to the Secretary, 
the Department had to make a lot of developmental work for that
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reason and it took a long time. He also informed the Committee 
that a large number of zirconium alloy components of different 
shapes and sizes were used in Dhruva calandria and it required a 
lot of technology to make a large number of tubes of different shapes 
and sizes.

(B) Heat Exchangers:

1.25 Audit has informed the Committee that the orders for heat 
exchangers were placed in September 1975 with delivery date in 
December 1978. However., the Department could not make the free 
supply of materials for fabricating heat exchangers and ended up 
paying a compensation of Rs. 14.10 lakhs on the original cost of 
Rs. 9.26 lakhs.

1.26 The Committee have been informed that the compensation 
was paid to M/s. Bridge & Roof who were the piping contractors. 
Under the contract, the heat exchangers were to be given as free 
issue materials to the contractor. Since the supply of heat exchangers 
by BHEL got delayed, the piping contractor was paid the com
pensation for maintaining his work force idle pending delivery of 
the heat exchangers for erection. According to the Department, 
closing this piping contract before delivery of the heat exchangers 
would have resulted in greater expenditure and time delay since 
another contractor would have to be employed later to do the 
erection job. However, the Department could not recover this com
pensation from BHEL since their delay was covered by ‘force 
majeure’ clause.

1.27 Explaining the reasons for delayed manufacturing of heat 
exchangers, the Secretary, DAE informed the Committee during 
evidence that the nuclear heat exchangers require very small

diameter tubes for which holes have to be drilled in a closed lattice. 
In order to do this job, BHEL bought a drilling machine at great 
expense from the United States. This machine was put in a building 
which required air-conditioning.. While putting up the false roof 
in that building some of the roof application concrete slabs fell on 
this machine and it took two years for the machine and about one 
year for the building to be rehabilitated and three years delay had 
occurred du« to this mishap. The witness also informed the Com
mittee that BHEL had to send the tube sheets to Japan to get these 
drilled and the cost involved on this count had to be compensated 
otherwise the weak could get stuck.
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1.28 When pointed out during evidence that the heat exchangers 
are manufactured in the country and there should not be difficulty 
in getting the supply of this item, the Secretary. DAE stated that 
the manufacture of the heavy water heat exchangers was not simple 
for a number of reasons. Firstly, the holes are extremely closely 
packed and the two holes would intersect if the drilling is not done 
correctly. According to the witness, there were low accuracy 
machines in the country and it had been a problem to get the heavy 
water heat exchangers due to certain limitations. Secondly, the 
Department had to take a lot of precautions for vibrational control 
which is not normally provided in other heat exchangers.
* T**', r

1.29 The Committee note that the Department of Atomic Energy, 
in their note submitted to the Cabinet in 1972 for seeking approval 
for setting up of a 100 MW Thermal Research Reactor at Trombay. 
had expected the proposed reactor to b* commissioned by the end 
of 1976 on the premise that the project report would be ready by 
early 1973. The Committee however, find that the project report 
could be completed only in May 1974 with changes stated to have 
been necessitated by refinements, plan ley-out etc.. on the basis of 
the feed back obtained from the utilisation experience of CIRUS 

reactor. Considering the act that the Department had been ope
rating the CIRUS reactor since 1960 and thus had utilisation experi
ence available instantly, the Committee feel convinced that the 
Department did not make serious and time bound efforts from 
the initial stages itself in meeting the time schedules envisaged in 
the original note furnished to the Cabinet. The Committee find no 

justification for this delay of more than a year in preparing the 
project report.

1.30 The Committee further note that while the conceptual design 
for the new reactor was finalised in 1974, the detailed design para
meters were completed only in 1978. The Committee have been in
formed! that the design and development of the sub-systems for the 
reactor took a longer time as several changes were made In order 
to provide for facilities under the changed nuclear situation after 
Pokhran Explosion in 1974 when it was realised that the Depart
ment would not he able to buy sub-systems and equipments from 
raanv of the developed countries. It has also been stated that the 
Department had a limited scone for an NRIT tvoe of reactor when 
the proposal was submitted to the Cabinet in 1972 but the Depart
ment. under the changed nuclear situation, decided to go their 
own for building a facilltv incorporating latest research canahilities. 
The Committee however, feel that the Department did not bestow
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proper care and attention on planning the project even in 1977 when 
the dates of completion of various activities for commissioning the 
reactor by December 1981 were revised. It is obvious that the 
Department did not properly analyse the progress of work at the 
time of revising the date of commissioning of the reactor in 1977 as 

is borne out by the fact that there were substantial delays even 
against the revised target dates in completion of both the civil 
works and the manufacture of nuclear equipments for the project.

1.31 Among the important reasons which were advanced for the 
delay in completion of the civil works, are delay in formulation of 
tender specifications and issuing of the same; changes in design and 
increase in scope of work during construction, Inadequate sub-soil 
investigations; and complexity of the nature of the job to be 
executed.

1.32 As regards delay in tender formulation etc., the Committee 
have been informed that the detailed design parameters could not 
be supplied to the consultants at a time to enable them to formulate 
tender specifications completely as the design parameters had to be 
finalised by the engineers and Scientists of various disciplines and 
some hold-ups had occurred in the course of critical examination of 
problems which could not be finalised in advance. Yet another 
reason advanced by the Department for delay on this count is that 
the tefndeife were for a large magnitude with many conditions to • 
be stipulated therein and it took time to process the tenders and 
obtain final approval of the competent authority. The Committee 
are not convinced by the reasons advanced to explain delay in com
pleting the stage prior to commencing and during execution. On 

the other hand, the Committee feel convinced that the work on this 
project was undertaken in a casual manner and the project lan
guished for want of coordination among various project authorities 
involved in its execution.

1.33 The Committee note that the completion of reactor build
ing was delayed mainly due to the changes in the design o f the 
roof and of girder and ducting systems and also because of the time 
taken for deciding on the location of the cut outs in basements etc. 
Similarly, the spent fuel storage building was delayed because the 
location of the emergency storage tank had to be revised on the 
basis of subsequent studies. The Committee feel convinced that 
the subsequent changes in the design as also the increase in scope 
of work during execution of the project highlight another facet of 
poor planning on the part of project authorities. It is clear that
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design parameters were not adequately taken cu e  of at the pre
construction stage with the result that the project schedule was 
thrown out of gear. At this stage, the Committee can only hope that 
Department of Atomic Energy would draw procedures for working 
out the details of the projects, to be taken h  hand, well in advance 
by ensuring proper coordination among tike project authorities so 
as to obviate delay in the execution of the projects due to in-honse 
failures.

1.34 The Committee are distressed to note the substantial delay 
in completiqn of the service budding mainly due to the presence 

of hard/’soft rock at the site which was not revealed by the random 
bore holes taken during the site investigations. Considering the 
fact that foundation soil problems were also encountered during the 
execution of Madras Atomic Power Project, the Committee are uf 
the view that the geological investigations carried out by the De
partment of Atomic Energy appear to he inadequate. They believe 
that the Department should pay serious attention towards this as
pect and would also ensure in future that adequate geological in
vestigations of the project sites Are made at the pre construction 
stages.

1.35 The Committee note that the calandria for Dhruva reactor 
was fabricated departmentally. However, the fabrication of calan
dria was delayed by 49 months mainly due to slippages in delivery 
of various equipments by vendors and development efforts required 
for fabricating zirealoy re-entrant cans. The Committee understand 
that while certain amount of development work becomes inevit
able in manufacture of certain items, the Department m vd drqw 
up a realstic time hound package for such activities havm« due 
regard to the existing technological competence so that the project

schedules may not go awry subsequently.

1.36 It is regretable that the emanufacture of heat exchangers for 
project Dhruva was substantially delayed due to the dislocation of 

machinery at BHEL—the manufacturer and the Department had to 
pay a compensation of Rs. 14.10 lakhs to the piping contractor for 
maintaining his work force idle. The Committee are surprised that 
the Department could not recover this compensation from BHEL 
since their delay was covered by ‘force majeure’ clause. The Com
mittee do not fipid adequate justification in the plea of the Depart
ment that the closing of the piping contract before delivery of the 
heat exchangers would have resulted in greater expenditure and 
time delfcv since another contractor had te he emlployed later to do
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the erection job. They regret that the Department did not take ade
quate care to safeguard interests of the Government at the time of 
entering into contract with the piping contractor.

(a) Cost estimates and escalations

1.37 The preliminary estimates prepared by DAE in 1972 showed 
an estimated project cost of Rs. 30.84 crores with a foreign exchange 
component of Rs. 4.79 crores. The project data was updated in May 
1974 and the rev sed cost was calculated as Rs. 49.88 crores. In June 
1977, the project cost was revised to Rs. 76 30 crores with a foreign 
exchange component of Rs. 9.07 crores. This was approved by 
Government in 1978. However, the Department had incurred an 
expenditure of Rs. 106.79 crores by March 1988 and the revised sanc
tion for Rs. 107.88 crores was accorded only in May 1988. The aspect 
of excess expenditure over sanctioned cost of the project has been 
dealt with elsewhere in this Report.

1.38 A comparative statement showing item-wise expenditure on 
the project vis-a-vis the project cost estimated in 1974 and the revised
cost of June 1977 alongwith the reasons for variation is given below:

Capital outlay of the Project

(Rs. in lakhs)

Item-wise Estimated Estimated Actual Exp. Remarks 
in 1974 in 1977 upto Sept. 88

4

1. Salaries . 163-47 220 00 297 88 Increases due to
extension o f the 
Project period

2. Travel Expense 14 80 17 60 12 59 Increase in air fare 
and railfarc

3. Office Expenses 7 87 30 00 25 97 Office Expenses
such as telephone, 
telex, stationery etc. 
had not been provi
ded for in the origi
nal estimates

4. Payment for Prof. & 50 00 50 00 57 34 No variations-
Spl. services
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5. Major Works

4>. Machinery and Equip- : 
ment

7 . Materials and Supplies

8. M otor Vehicles

9. Other Charges-

(a) Custom duty

(b) Contingency

(c) Price escalation

2 3

993*91 1518*28

16

1794' 37 2597*52

683 46 1959*09

16-25 18-50

332-76 577-43

372- 42 320* 56

558- 63 320 56

4987 94 7629 62

4 5

1652* 81 Many Structures 
required to be desig
ned as nuclear struc
ture, due to change 
in the code require
ment. Further, there 
was considerable 
escalation in the cost 
o f  material & labour 
compared to 1973 
prices. Additional 
requirements in 
certain areas.

4045-22 Considerable escala
tion in cost o f  im
ported materials like 
SS plates, Valves* 
pipes, tubes, fittings 
etc. Increase in ins
tallation costs due 
to higher labour 
rates. Additional 
requirements in 
certain areas.

4580 97 Increase in cost o f  
Uranium metals 
aluminium, stainless 
steel etc. Increase in 
cost o f  Heavy water 
from Rs. 600 per Kg. 
to Rs. 1920 per K g.

8- 34 Increase in cost o f 
fuel.

10681- 12

1.39 It would be seen from the above table that the project 
estimates of 1974 were substanially increased in 1977 under the heads 
‘Office Expenses'. ‘Major Works’, ‘Machinery and Equipment’ and 
‘Materials and Supplies’. The estimates under ‘Office Expenses’ had 
to be increased because provis’on for expenses such as telephones, 
stationery etc. had not been provided for in the original estimates. 
In the case of provisions under ‘Major Works’ and ‘Machinery and
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Equipments’, the increase is stated to be on account of cost escala
tions besides additional requirements in certain areas.

1.40 In reply to a question as to why office expenses such as 
telephones, stationery etc. were not provided for in the orginal 
estimates, DAE stated that the project being under construction 
within BARC, it was initially envisaged that the existing facilities 
could be utilised. However when the existing facilities were not 
found to be adequate for the project needs, separate provisions had 
to be made in the subsequent estimates.

1.41 As regards the additional requirements under ‘Major Works’ 
and ‘Machinery and Equipments’, DAE have furnished the following 
statement on the additional items, their cost and the reasons thereof 
under the two heads separately:

Additional Requirements under Major Works (Rs. in lakhs)

S.No. Item 

1 2
Cost Main reasons

1 Reactor Building

2 Reactor Annexe. Control Room and 
Attached Lab.

3 Service Building •

4 Spent Fuel Storage Building

5 Filter House & Stack

6 Waste Storage Tanks

7 Guide Tube Lab.

8 Dump Tank

9 Overhead Storage Tank

10 Roads

11 Electrical Power systems .

41 * 32 (a) Shape o f  building revised

(b) Floor height increased

(c) Service Trench added

65 90 (a) Change in code & hence 
designe asnuclear structure

(b) Increase in floor area

59- 70 (a) Basement added

(b) Floor area increased

49 77 Revision in concrete design

28 38 (a) Revision in concrete design

(b) Increase in floor area

10 00 New requirement

5 00 New requirement

10 33 Change in design 

8 • 00 Change in design

11 • 99 New requirement

218 82 (a) Safety considerations

(b) Increase in cost o f  raw 
materials
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12 A/c. A  Ventilation 137-68 (a) Change in design

(b) Increase in cost o f raw- 
materials

(c) New syatems like, fire 
detection, LP gas etc.

Total Major Works 646 89

Additional Requirements under Machinery A  Equipment (M&.E)

(In lakhs o f Rs.)

S.No. Item Cost Main Reasons

1 EB Welding Machine

2 LOCA Addl. equipment

3 Pumps Si Valves

4 Commissioning Equipment

5 Spare Guide Tubes

6 Failed Fuel Detectors

Total MAE

52- 00 

71- 50 

120 99 

22*00

12 00 

12 - 00

290.49

Had to be imported

Safety requirement

Safety requirement

Existing BARC Equipment 
could not be utilised as 
envisaged earlier

New requirement

Design augmentation emplo
ing neutron detectors (i -v
addition to gamma detector0 s)

142 According to DAE, the following were the reasons why 
additional new requirements could not be visualised earlier:

(a) The detailed design engineering and the construction 
were being done in parallel.

(b) The safety philosophy in nuclear industry had become 
more stringent in the 1970’s and this led to additional 
requirements.

(c) After the peaceful nuclear experiment in May, 1974 many 
Western countries imposed a ban on export of equipment 
to the Indian Nuclear Programme, necessitating procure
ment of such equipment from elsewhere. Indigenous deve
lopment had to be done for a large number of items Incor
poration of changes in design led to additional require
ments.
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1.43 According to the information made available to the Com
mittee, the cost details for major works and machinery and equip
ments for Dhruva reactor are as under:

(Rs. in lakhs)

Item 1974 1977 
estimates estimates

Pinal san
ctioned cost 
1988

Major works * . . . 993-91 1518-28 1640 80

Machinery Sl Equipment. 1794-37 2597-52 3997-22

Special Materials and Others 2199 66 3513-82 5150-48

Total 498794 7629-62 10788- 50

1.44 The cause-wise break-up of cost increase n ‘Major Works’ 
and ‘Machinery and Equipment’ is furnished below: —

(In lakhs o f Rupees)

Item Major
Works

Machinery 
A  Equip
ment

Additional requirements . . . . 464 86 290-49

Cost escalation between 1974 and 1977 10 03 682 16

Cost escalation between 1977 and 198$ 44 40 547- 38

Other reasons . . . . . . 42 62 154-00

Customs Duty . . . . . . 250 00

Miscellaneous items . . 84 98 278 82

Total 646 89 2202- 85

1.45 It is also learnt from Audit that the provision for heavy water 
in the estimates prepared in 1977 was Rs. 17.28 crores but an expen
diture of Rs 44.10 crores was debited for heavy water by March 1987.
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Explaining the reasons for substantial increase in the expenditure of 
heavy water, DAE stated that there was an abnormal increase in the 
cost of the material at the time of its delivery as against the prices 
which were prevalent at the time of preparation of the estimates in 
1977. I ;
(b) Financial impropriety

1.46 It is seen from the information made available to the Com
mittee that the Department had incurred an expenditure of Rs. 106.79 
crores by the end of March 1988 as against the sanctioned project 
cost of Rs. 76.30 crores approved by the Government in April 1978. 
According to DAE. the expenditure beyond the sanctioned cost of 
Rs. 7630 crores was incurred pending regularisation by issue of 
revised sanction since Dhruva was an on-going project in an advanc
ed state of completion. The Department also stated that the pro
posal for revision of the sanctioned cost of the project was under 
consideration from 1985 onwards and the revised sanction for 
Rs- 107.88 crores was accorded in May 1988 after examination of 
various aspects-

1.47 When asked about the reasons for incurring excess expendi
ture without proper sanction, the Director,, BARC informed the 
Committee during evidence that Rs. 44 crores were spent on heavy 
water out of the total expenditure of Rs. 107 crores. According to 
the witness, if the expenditure on heavy water is taken oui. the 
remaining expenditure would corns to about Rs. 60 and odd crores 
as against the sanction of about Rs. 59 crores in 1978 and the excess, 
therefore, worked out to 6 per cent only.

1.48 When enquired whether the Department had not considered 
the cost of heavy water for capitalisation, the Director, BARC stated 
that the cost of heavy water of the order of Rs 17 crores was included 
but it went up to Rs, 44 crores when the debit came in 1984 and the 
Department had to get the sanction for that.

1.49 In a subsequent note on the excess expenditure incurred 
beyond sanctioned amount on project Dhruva, it has been stated by 
DAE that the heavy water inventory for all the units of DAE is being 
managed centrally by the Department. At one t'me. it was expected 
that heavy water would be leased to Dhruva. However, in 1984-85. 
it was decided not go in for leasing and a book debit of Rs. 44 crores 
towards the cost of heavy water was raised against project Dhruva. 
This was based on the cost which had been fixed at that time for the 
supplies o f heavy water made to the reactors. According to DAE. 
the project cost had gone up to Rs. 103.89 crores in view of the 
increased cost of heavy water alone.
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150 On being pointed out that the Department in their earlier 
written replies, had stated that it was an on-going project and as such 
the Department could spend beyond the sanctioned amount, the 
Director, BARC stated during evidence that there was a convention 
according to which they could incur excess expenditure upto 10 per 
cent or Rs. one crore.

1.51 A statement showing the progressive expenditure against the 
sanctioned cost of project Dhruva is given below:

(Rs. in crores)

Financial position to end o f Sanctioned cost Progressive Expendi
ture

1979-80 .................................................... 76 30 32' 86

1980-81 ................................................... 76- 30 38-99

1981-82 ................................................... 76- 30 44-42

1982-83 .................................................... 76- 30 50 71

1983-84 ................................................... 76- 30 56 85

1984-85 . . . . . . 76- 30 104 19*

1985-86 ................................................... 76- 30 106 13

1980-87 ................................................... lb- 30 106 58

1987-88 ................................................... 7<v 30 10 V 79

1988-89 ................................................... 107 89 106 82

(up'.o No\.. 1988)

♦Djc to debit for Heav\ Water raised against the project.

It may be seen from the above table that in addition to the debit 
for heavy water raised in 1984-89 excess expenditure had als<> been 
incurred in the years 1985-86, 1986-87 and 1987-88.

1.52 According to DAE. the expenditure incurred in the years 
1985-86 to 1987-88 was on inevitable payments on items which were 
essential for bringing the project to a stage of fruition.

1.53 A comparative statement showing the original and revised 
financial allocations made in each of the financial years since incep-
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in the corresponding years is given below:
(In Lakhs o f Rupee*;

S.No Financial Year BE. R E . Actuals

1 1972-73 .............................................................. 10 15 4

2 1973-74 .............................................................. 58 45 41
3 1974-75 .............................................................. 228 J90 224

4 1975-76 .............................................................. 400 546 479

5 1976-77 .............................................................. 700 032 598

6 1977-78 .............................................................. 738 600 440

7 1978-79 .............................................................. 674 673 750

8 1979-80 .............................................................. 850 740 750

9 1 9 8 0 -8 1 .............................................................. 839 650 613

10 1981-82 ......................................... 675 • 570 543

11 1982-83 .............................................................. 600 600 629

12 1983-84 .............................................................. 500 548 614

13 1984-85 .............................................................. . 4621 4635 4734

14 1985-86 .............................................................. 270 237 194*

15 1986-87 .............................................................. 120 101 45*

16 1987-88 .............................................................. . 6 52 21*

17 988-89 .............................................................. 42 22 —

♦Note: The expenditure is less than BE/RE due to non-materialisation of purchase order.
It would be seen from this statement that the expenditure during 

the financial years 1973-79 and 1982-83 to 1984-85 had exceeded the 
corresponding budget and revised estimates.

(C) Accounting aspects
(i) Cost of heavy water

1.54 The details of heavy water received for project Dhruva in 
different years are as under:

Year

1984-85

1985-86
1986-87

1987-88

Q u a n t i t y  ( K g s ^  

71,417 874 

N i l  

10,008 501 

8,509,625 

89,936.020 Kg.
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1.55 However, the debit to the project on account of expenditure 
on heavy water was made for the entire quantity in 1984r?5 when the 
first supply was affected. According to DAE, the receipt of heavy 
water for Dhruva have been about 90 tonnes and the cost of heavy 
water, therefore, works out to Rs. 4900/- per kg.

1.55 According to DAE, the heavy water inventory required for 
the power reactors is built up by the Department over a period of 
time and is not acquired initially for any particular project. When 
Dhruva became ready for being charged with heavy water, 71-42 MT 
of heavy water was issued during the year 1984-85 from the Depart
mental Pool. As the estimated requirement for Dhruva was 90 MT, 
the debit for that quantity was charged to the project and the balance 
quantity was issued to the reactor in the subsequent years.

157 It is, however, seen from the information available with the 
Committee that the cost of heavy water taken into account for the 
purposes of calculation of tariff for the power supplied from Madras 
Atomic Power Station was Rs. 4200/- per kg. for the year 1984-85 and 
the same was Rs- 4291-69 per kg. for the year 1986-87 (as intimated 
by Commercial Manager, Nuclear Power Board)
(ii) Transfer of Machinery and Equipments

1.58 It is learnt from Audit that credit for Rs. 85 97 lakhs on 
account of machinery and equipments purchased initially for project 
Dhruva and subsequently transferred to other Divisions has not been 
afforded to the project cost pending closure of the accounts.

1.59 According to DAE, no credit for Rs. 85 97 lakhs has so far been 
raised in the project cost for these item and necessary adjustments 
will be made at the time of closing the accounts which are expected 
to be completed by March 1990. DAE also stated that this was not 
done earlier due to the following reasons:

(a) The common practice has been to make all the adjustments 
at the time of closure of the project accounts by crediting 
Receipts and Recoveries of Capital Accounts after making 
necessary budget provisions.

(b) The details of the equipments have been worked out only 
in 1987-88.

Performance of the Reactor

1.60 The reactor was commissioned in August 1985 but had to 
be shut down in February 1986 on account of vibrational problems 
and sustained power operatic was found not feasible.
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1.61 The Department has furnished a note on, the technical as
pects of vibrations caused in Dhruva Reactor and the solutions that 
were found by BARC Scientists and the same is reproduced below:

“The reactor was commissioned in August 1985, but had to be 
shut down in February 1986 on, account of flow induced 
excessive vibration of fuel assemblies which was leading 
to undue mechanical wear of the aluminium cladding of 
the uranium fuel elements exposing the uranium to the 
coolant and raising the radioactivity level in the coolant 
circuit and hence making sustained high power operation 
difficult. This necessitated redesigning of the fuel assemb
lies through incorporation of springy aluminium bulges 
which ensures a snug fit of the fuel assembly in its coolant 
channel housing in the reactor and through inversion of 
the direction of the fuel cluster suspension. After modi
fication of the fuel assemblies, the reactor was successfully 
restarted in October 1986 and was initially operated at 
40 MW round-the-clock with a partially loaded core emp
loying a minimum number of fuel assemblies as a matter 
of abundant caution. This mode of operation was decided 
upon to prove satisfactory performance of the redesigned 
fuel assemblies without resorting to a full reactor loading. 
Since the performance of there designed fuel assemblies 
was satisfactorily established at 40 MW, the reactor was 
subsequently fully loaded and the power was progressively 
raised beginning from August 1987 to the rated power 
level of 100 MW on January 17, 1988. Since then, opera
tion of the reactor and its various systems has been quite 
satisfactory and the irradiation performance off the re
designed fuel assemblies has been excellent” .

1.62 In reply to a question about the estimated loss on account of 
discarding of defective fuel assemblies in the reactor core due to 
vibrational problems, DAE stated that there is no loss due to defec
tive fuel assemblies as these were not discarded but were re-proces
sed.

1.63 However, it has been observed by Audit that the recovery 
of plutonium etc. from discarded fuel assemblies would b0 at a cost 
Also the original cost of fabricating the fuel assemblies, cost of re
covery of by-products etc. less the cost of material recovered would 
have to be written off in case of reprocessing of defective fuel 
assemblies
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1.64 The Committee note that the cost of the project Dhruva 
which was estimated as Rs. 49.88 crores in 1974 had to be revised 
to Rs. 76.30 crores in 1977 and agaiq to Rs. 107.88 crores in May 

1988. The Committee are distressed to find that the increase in pro
ject cost due to price escalation under the two heads 'Major Works’ 
and ‘Mechinery and Equipments’ alone has accounted for an in
crease of Rs. 13.84 crores i.e. about 23 per cent of the total increases 
in project cost over that estimated in 1974. Similarly the cost of 
heavy water has also gone up from the estimated cost of Rs. 17.00 
crores in 1977 to Rs. 44.00 crorcs in 1984-85 dud to price escalations. 
The Committee cannot but express their unhappiness over the 
failure of the Department in completing the project Dhruva with
in the stipulated time frame. Despite the various reasons and 
explanations offered for the increase in project cost, the Committee 
consider that much of the escalation was due to project planning 
being faulty and without perspective.

1.65 The Committee are constrained to observe that an expendi
ture of Rs. 7.5J crores had to be incurred towards additional new 
requirements under the heads ‘Major Works' and ‘Machinery and 
Equipment’. The Committee have been informed that the addi
tional new requirements could not be visualised earlier as the de
tailed design engineering and the construction work for the project 
were being done in parallel. The Committee feel that the project 
planning in the case of Dhruva Reactor left much to be desired 
right from the beginning. It is clear that the additional new req ihe- 
ments reflect nothing blit a case of poor planning on th*> part of 
the project authorities. In the opinion of the Committee, this 
resulted in substantial increases in the quantities of wrork required 
to he done with consequent increases in cost and delay in execution 
of the project.

1.66 The Committee are surprised to find that the project estima
tes for 1974 under the head ‘Office Expenses’ had to be substantially 
increased in 1977 because the expenses such as telephone, stationary 
etc., were not provided for in the initial stages as the Department 
had envisaged that the existing facilities available within BARC 
could be utilised for the project Dhruva. The Committee consider 
that the present case in indicative of the casual approach displayed 
by the Department in preparing the project estimates since utili
sation of thef facilities at the cost of other Divisions of B^RC 
would not have reflected the true cost of project Dhruva. The 
Committee expect the Department to be more cautious in prepar
ing and processing the project estimates.
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#Jt The CMttfcifttle Hk&We that is agfcinst the Mnetioael project 
* i *  ^  7M6 ctorite, the etftedltlire incurred on the project opto
Ab end of was only Rs, 56.85 crores. The Committee How
ever, And that the expenditure registered a suridcjn rise in 1A4ĥ  
vtitaii it touched the figure of Rs. 104.19 crores i*e., Rs. 27.89 crores 
over end above the sanctioned eoet. The rise in expenditure during" 
1984-85 has been stated to be due to debit for heavy water raised 
qgainst the project. It has also been stated that the excess expen
diture was incurred because of the on-going nature of the project 
nearing completion. But the fact remains that the Department 

had continued to incurred expenditure which was not eovered by 
sanction for several years. Since the Department themselves were 
the suppliers of heavy water, they should have anticipated the ex
penditure and provided for the same at the appropriate time 
Cleaerly, there was lack of financial discipline and vigilance on 
the part of the Department. Although, the! Department is stated! to 
have initiated proposal for revision in the sanctioned cost of the 
project in 1985, the revised sanction for Rs. 107.88 crores was ac

corded only in May 1988 i.e., after three years of the incurring of 
excess expenditure, obviously when the audit observations were 
made known to the Department. The Committee take a serious view 
of this matter and they desire that responsibilities be fixed f ° r 
budgetary irregularities committed in this regard.

I.f8 The Committee also note that the research reactor Dhruva 
which was commissioned in August 1985, had to be shut down in 

February 1986 on account vibrational problems. Although the 
reactor is stated to be working at the rated poweif level of 100 MW 
from January, 1988, the Committee regret that it took the Depart
ment two years to remove the defects and achieve the desired 
power level with the result that the facility could not be utilised 
for about two years. The Committee trust that concerted efforts 
would be made to keep the closure of the reactor to the barest 
minimum and full advantage is taken of the reactor.

N e w  D e l h i;
April 27, 1989. AMAL DATTA

Vaisctkhq 7. 1911 (Saka). Chairman.
Public Accounts Committee.



AFPtNWX I
(Vide para 1.5 of the Report)

Paragraph 3 of the Report of the C and AG of India for the year 
ended 31 March 1987-No. 7 of 1988, Union Government 

(Scientific Departments)

Research Reactor Dhruva

Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) decided in July 1972 that 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) could set up a natural 
uranium fuelled and heavy water moderated and cooled thermal 
research reactor “DHRUVA" at Trombay. The reactor has a rated 
power of 100 MW with a high neutron flux in the region of 100 trillion 
neutrons per sq.cm/sec. I

The objectives were:

(i) to provide engineering facilities to test prototype fuel 
elements for power reactors;

(ii) to further the scope of research in the fields of physics, 
chemistry, etc. and

(iii) to enlarge the isotope production facilities and also pro
duce radio isotopes of specific activity higher than, those
produced with CIRUS reactor set up earlier.

The estimated cost was Rs. 30.84 crores with a foreign exchange 
component of Rs. 4.79 crores. In May 1974 the project data were up
dated and on that basis the revised cost came to Rs. 49-88 crores 
Piecemeal financial sanctions to the extent of Rs. 4.30 crores were 
issued during the period January 1973 to April 1975- In, June 1977. 
the project cost was revised to Rs. 76-30 crores with a foreign ex
change component of Rs. 9.07 crores. The project cost included 
Rs. 1728 crores for heavy water. This was approved by the Govern
ment in April 1978. However, by March 1987 Rs. 107.85 crores had
been expended of which Rs. 41.10 crores was debited for heavy
water.

The reasons for the extra expenditure of Rs. 31.55 crores over 
the revised project cost of June 1977 are attributable to escalation
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in cost of heavy water, imported raw materials such as stainless 
steel plates, etc., increase in the cost of the fuelling machine addi
tional items found necessary as the design progressed and increase 
in customs duty.

In September 1972, it was anticipate that the research reactor 
would be commissioned by December 1976. This was on the pre
mise that the project report would be ready by April 1973 and the 
major civil construction would be completed by December 1975. This 
was revised to December 1981 at the time of revising the project 
cost in June 1977. However, the reactor could become critical only 
in August 1985.

The delays were due :o delays that occurred ;n completion of 
reactor building (53 month), service building (20 months), air- 
conditioning and ventilation for reactor building (61-65 months), 
supply of fuel assembly (60 months), fabrication of calendria (49 
months), fabrication of shield block (55 months) etc. The Depart
ment stated (October 1987) that the project execution had a time 
overrun of about 57 per cent and a cost over-run of 6-2 per cent 
(excluding cost of heavy water) as compared to the projections 
approved by the Government in April 1978. Including cost of heavy 
water the extra expenditure was 41.42 per cent.

As regards performance, the reactor was commissioned in August 
1985 but had to be shut-down in February 1986 on account of vib
rational problems and sustained power operation was found not 
feasible. This necessitated redesigning of fuel assemblies (Octo
ber 1986) and the reactor was operated only at 40 MW (May 1987).

Department accepted (May/October 1987) this and said it was 
done as a matter of abundant precaution and also to ensure satis
factory performance of the redesigned fuel assemblies. Subsequent
ly power level of the reactor was upgraded to 75-80 MW (October 
1987) and rrcpe'vil mns are in progress to reach 100MW

Due to vibrational problems mentioned above, a number of fuel 
assemblies had to be discarded at a low fuel-burn-up. Department 
stated (May 1987) that those low-burn-up fuel rods may be repro
cessed for recovering plutonium and the unburnt natural uranium 
could be used for new fuel fabrication. Though recovery of pluto
nium etc. mav be attempted in future from discarded fuel assemb
lies it would be at a cost. Also the original cost of fabricating the 
fuel assemblies, cost of recovery of by-products etc. less the cost of 
materia] recovered will have to be written off.



Due to delay in coninrssionn.g the reactor, basic research facili
ties and isotope technology could not be established. The expendi
ture on these facilities would also go up as and when these facilities 
are established. The Department accepted this and stated that some 
of the basic research facilities could not be established due to bud
getary constraints. Apart from the cost escalation it also meant 
non-fulfilment of objectives even as of date (October 1987).

The proforma accounts maintained by the Department revealed 
that till 30th June 1986 there was loss of 1.43 tonnes of heavy water 
in respect of Dhruva. At a notional price of Rs. 4200 per kilogram 
this meant a loss of Rs. 60.04 lakhs. The Department stated (May 
1987) that the loss of heavy water during operation between June 
1985 and April 1987 together with quantity of below-reactor-grade 
heavy water used in pre-commissioning stages was normal.

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) is the only producer of 
radio isotopes and equipment in the country and in July 1980 
CIRUS reactor (40 MW) had been commissioned for this purpose. 
The total sale value of radio isotopes produced and the value of 
services rendered was on an average worth Rs. 1.68 crores per an
num during 1980-81 to 1985-86.

The Department had not fixed the targets of prouction for radio 
isotopes of higher specific activtiy from Dhruva reactor on the plea 
that their production would depend upon the demand and it would 
not be possible to give realistic estimates of prouction. The produc
tion of isotope Iodine-125 used in radio immunoassay has not been 
started so far and the Department state that the radiation facility 
necessary for its production has not been installed in the reactor. 
The Department stated (October 1987) that it is true the production 
of radio isotopes got delayed due to delayed commissioning of the 
reactor and that sale value of radio isotopes produced in the reac
tor would take some years to pick up since longlived radio isotopes 
like Cobalt-60 require long irradiation time (years) in the reactor.

In sum, the project which was expected to be completed in 4 
years 3 months took more than 8 years 3 months to be comple
ted; the actual expenditure upto March 1987 was Rs. 107.85 crores 
against sanctioned amount of Rs. 76-30 crores issued in April 1978, 
the reactor has not functioned at the designed power level so far; 
due to delay in commissioning of the reactor; the production o f 
radio isotopes has been delayed; and projects for basic research faci
lities have not been completed till October 1987.



APPENDIX-II

Statement of recommendation and observations

SI. Pan  
No. No.

Ministry' 
Department

Recc mmendat io n/Obser vat io n

4

The Committee note that the Department of Atomic Energy, 
in their note submitted to the Cabinet in 1972 for seeking approval
for setting up of a 100 MW Thermal Research Reactor at Trombay, 
had expected the proposed reactor to be commissioned by the end 
of 1976 on the premise that the project report would be ready by 
early 197th 'flic Committee iioweveri find that the project report 
could be completed only in May 1974 with changes stated to have 
been necerritated by refinements. plan lay-out etc., on the basis of 
the feed back obtained from the utilisation experience erf CIRUS 
reactor. Considering the fact that the Department had been ope
rating the CIRUS reactor since 1960 and thus had utilisation experi
ence available instantly, the Committee feel convinced that the 
Department did not make serious and time bound efforts from  
the initial stages itself in meeting the time schedules envisaged in 
the original note furnished to the Cabinet. The Committee And no 
justification for this delay of more than a year in preparing the 
project report.



The Committee further note that while the conceptual design 
fcr the new reactor was finalised in 1974, the detailed design para
meters were completed only in 1978. The Committee have bqen in
formed that the design and development of the sub-systems for the 
reactor took a longer time as several changes were made in order 
to provide for facilities under the changed nuclear situation after 
Pokhran Explosion in 1974 when, it was realised that the Depart
ment would not be able to buy sub-systems and equipments from 
many of the developed countries. It has also been stated that the 
Department had a limited scope for an NRU type of reactor when 
the proposal was submitted to the Cabinet in. 1972 but the Depart
ment, under the changed nuclear situation, decided to go on their 
own for building a facility incorporating latest research capabilities. 
The Committee however, feel that the Department did not bestow 
proper care and attention on planning the project even in 1977 when 
the dates of completion of various activities for commissioning the 
reactor by December 1981 were revised. It is obvious that the 
Department did not properly analyse the progress of work at the 
time of revising the date of commissioning of the reactor in 1977 as 
is borne out by the fact that there were substantial delays even 
against the revised target dates in completion of both the civil 
works and the manufacture of nuclear equipments for the project-

Among the important reasons which were advanced for the 
delay in completion of the civil works, are delay in formulation of
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tender specifications and issuing of the same; changes in design and 
increase in scope of work during construction, inadequate sub-soil 
investigations; and complexity of the nature of the job to be 
executed.

As regards delay in tender formulation etc., the Committee 
have been informed that the detailed design parameters could not 
be supplied to the consultants at a time to enable them to formulate 
tender specifications completely as the design parameters had to be 
finalised by the engineers and scientists of various disciplines and to 
some hold-ups had occurred in the course of critical examination of 
problems which could not be finalised in advance. Yet another 
reason advanced by the Department for delay on this count is that 
the tenders were for a i&rge maervtude with many conditions to 
be stipulated therein and it took time to process the tenders and 
obtain final approval of the competent authority. The Committee 
are not convinced by the reasons advanced to explain delay in com
pleting the sta.ee prior to commencing and during execution. On 
the other hand, the Committee feel convinced that the work on this 
project was undertaken in a casual manner and the project lan
guished for want of coordination among various project authorities 
involved in its execution-
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C. 1.34

D o. The Comm ttee note thot the completion of reactor building
was delayed mainly due to the changes in the design o f the roof 
and of girder and ducting systems and also because o f the time 
taken for deciding on the location of the cut outs in. basements etc. 
Similarly, the spent fuel storage building was delayed because the 
location of the em ergency  storage lank had to be revised on the 
basis of subsequent studies. The Committee feel convinced that 
the subsequent changes in the design as also the increase in scope 
o f work during execution of the project highlight another facet of 
poor planning on the part of pro wet authorities. It is clear that 
design parameters were not. adequately taken care of at the pre- 
construction stage with the result *hat the protect schedule was 
thrown out o f gear. A* this stage, the Committee can only hope that 
Department of Atomic Energy would draw procedures for working S t  
out the details o f  the pro wets to ho taken in hand, well in advance 
by ensuring proper coordination among the project authorities so 
as to obviate delays in the execution of the projects due to in-house 
failures.

Do- The Committee are distressed to note the substantial delay
in completion of the service building mainly due to the presence 
of hard/soft rock at the she which was not revealed by the random 
bore holes taken during the site investigations. Considering the 
fact that foundation soil problems were also encountered during the 
execution of Madras Atomic Power Project, the Committee are of 
the view that the geological investigations carried out by the De-
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8. 136

pariment of Atomic Energy appear to be inadequate. They believe 
that the Department should pay serious attention towards this as
pect and would also ensure in future that adequate geological in
vestigations of the project sites are made at the pre construction 
stages.

Do* The Committee note that the calandria for Dhruva reactor
was fabricated departmentally. However, the fabrication of calan
dria was delayed by 49 months mainly due to slippages in delivery . 
of various equipments by vendors and development efforts required 
for fabricating zircaloy re-entrant cans. The Committee understand £  
that while certain amount of development work becomes inevit
able in manufacture of certain items, the Department must draw 
up a realistic time bound package for such activties having due 
regard to the existing technological competence so that the project 
schedules may not go awry subsequently.

Do. It is regretable that the manufacture of heat exchangers for
project Dhruva was substantially delayed due to the dislocation of 
machinery at BHEL the manufacturer and the Department had to 
pay a compensation of Rs. 14.10 lakhs to the piping contractor for 
maintaining his work force idle. The Committee are surprised that 
the Department could not recover this compensation from RjQBL 
since their delay was covered by ‘force majeure' clause. The Cqm-
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mittee do not find adequate justification in the plea of the Depart
ment that the closing of the piping contract before delivery of the 
heat exchangers would have resulted in greater expenditure and 
time delay since another contractor had to be employed later to do 
the erection job. They regret that the Department did not take ade
quate care to safeguard interests of the Government at the time of 
entering into contract with the piping contractor.

Dq. The Committee note that the cost of the project Dhruva
which was estimated as Rs. 49.88 crores in 1974 had to be revised 
to Rs. 76.30 crores in 1977 and again to Rs. 107.88 crores in May 
1988. The Committee are distressed to find that the increase in pro
ject cost due to price escalation under the two heads ‘Major Works* gj 
and ‘Mechinery and Equipments* alone has accounted for an in
crease of Rs. 13.84 crores i.e. about 23' per cent of the total increase 
in project cost over that estimated in 1974. Similarly the cost of 
heavy water has also gone up from the estimated cost of Rs. 17.00 
crores in 1977 to Rs. 44.00 crores in 1984-85 due to price escalations.
The Committee cannot but express their unhappiness over the 
failure of the Department in completing the project Dhruva with
in the stipulated time frame. Despite the various reasons and 
explanations offered for the increase in project cost, the Committee 
consider that much of the escalation was due to project planning 
being faulty and without perspective.
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10. 1.65 Do. The Committee are constrained to observe that an expendi
ture of Rs. 7.55 crores had to be inclined towards additional new 
requirements under the heads ‘Major Works’ and ‘Machinery and 
Equipment'. The Committee have been informed that the addi
tional new requirements could nut be visualised earlier as the de
tailed design engineering and the construction work for the project 
were being done in parallel. The Committee feel that the project 
planning in the case of Dhruva Reactor left much to be desired 
right from the beginning. It is clear that the additional new require
ments reflect nothing but a case of poor planning on the part of 
the project authorities. In the opinion of the Committee, this 
resulted in substantial increases in the quantities of work required 
to be done with consequent increases in cost and delay in execution 
of the project.

11. 1.66 Do. The Committee are surprised to find that the project estima
tes for 1974 under the head ‘Office Expenses’ had to be substantially 
increased in 1977 because the expenses such as telephone, stationery 
etc., were not provided for in the initial stages as the Department 
had envisaged that the existing facilities available within BARC 
could be utilised for the project Dhruva. The Committee consider 
that the present case is indicative of the casual approach displayed 
by the Department in preparing the project estimates sine utili-



sation of the facilities at the cost of other Divisions of BARC 
would not have reflected the true cost o f project Dhruva. The 
Committee expect the Department to be more cautious in prepar
ing and processing the project estimates.

The Committee observe that as against the sanctioned project 
cost of Rs. 76 30 crorcs, the expenditure incurred on the project upto 
the end of 1983-84 was only Rs. 56.85 crores. The Committee how 
ever, find that the expenditure registered a sudden rise in 1984-85 
when it touched the figure of Rs. 104.19 crores i-e., Rs. 27 89 crores 
over and above the sanctioned cost. The rise in expenditure during 
1984-85 has been stated to be due to debit for heavy water raised 
against the project. It has also been stated that the excess expen
diture was incurred because of the on-going nature o f the project 
nearing completion. But the fact remains that the Department 
had continued to aieur expenditure which was not covered by 
sanction for several years. Since the Department themselves were 
the suppliers of heavy water, they should have anticipated the ex
penditure and provided for the same at the appropriate time. 
Clearly, there was lack of financial discipline and vigilance on 
the part o f the Department. Although, the Department is stated to 
have initiated proposal for revision in the sanctioned cost o f the 
project in 1985, the revised sanction for Rs. 107.88 crores was ac
corded only in May 1988 i.e., after three years of the incurring o f 
excess expenditure, obviously when the audit observations were 
made known to the Department. The Committee take a serious view
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of this matter and they desire that responsibilities be fixed 
budgetary irregularities committed in this regard.

Do. The Committee also note that the research reactor Dhruva
which was commissioned in August 1985, had to be shut down in 
February 1986 on account of vibrational problems. Although the 
reactor is stated to be working at the rated power level of 100 MW 
from January, 1988, the Committee regret that it took the Depart* 
men! two years t o  remove the defects and achieve the desired 
power level with the result that the facility could not be utilised 
for about two years. The Committee trust that concerted efforts gj 
would be made to keep the closure of the reactor to the barest 
minimum and full advantage is taken of the reactor.
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